We present a kinetic model showing why self-induced GaN nanowires synthesized by molecular beam epitaxy obey the scaling growth laws. Our model explains the scaling behavior from kinetic considerations of the step flow radial growth and the shadow effect. The nanowire length L and radius R scale with time as ½1 þ Cðt À t 0 Þ a=ðaþ1Þ and ½1 þ Cðt À t 0 Þ 1=ðaþ1Þ , respectively. Consequently, the length scales with the radius as L / R a . The power index a equals 2.46 in our conditions. This scaling behavior is paramount for understanding the self-induced growth of nanowires in general as well as for tuning their morphology to the desired properties. Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have recently gained much attention from the viewpoints of fundamental properties and possible implication as building blocks of future nanoelectronic, 1 nanophotonic, 2 and nanosensing 3 devices. In particular, self-induced GaN NWs grown on silicon substrates [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] enable a dramatic reduction of dislocation density, thus opening a new way for the monolithic integration of optical nanostructures with otherwise unattainable properties with the existing microelectronic platform. However, many important features of the self-induced growth of NWs are not well understood so far. In contrast to NWs obtained by the catalytic vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process, [1] [2] [3] [12] [13] [14] [15] self-induced GaN NWs start from the Volmer-Weber threedimensional islands that nucleate on the surface at the growth initial step. 4, [7] [8] [9] 11 In Ref. 16 , we have considered the thermodynamic driving force for the island-to-NW shape transformation in the case of GaN NWs grown on Si(111) substrates covered with an amorphous Si x N y interlayer. It has been shown that the transformation is driven by the anisotropy of surface energies 9 coupled with the growth anisotropy such that the NW length increases super-linearly with the radius following the scaling dependence L / R a . The power index a is larger than one and has been found to equal 2.46 in our conditions of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). However, neither physical explanation nor theoretical consideration is known by this end to support such a scaling behavior.
In this paper, we present more experimental data on GaN NWs synthesized by MBE, demonstrating the scaling length-time, radius-time, and consequently the length-radius dependences. We then develop a theoretical model that is capable of explaining the observed scaling from kinetic considerations. The scaling growth law provides explicitly the time dependences of NW length and radius, showing a good fit with the experimental data. The scaling properties are paramount for understanding the self-induced growth of NWs in general as well as for controling their morphology during MBE growth.
GaN NWs were grown on Si(111) substrates by plasmaassisted MBE as described in Refs. 8, 9,16 and 17. In brief, the active nitrogen species and gallium atoms were supplied by a plasma source and by an effusion cell, respectively. Prior to NW growth, the substrates were exposed to an active nitrogen flux for 5 min, resulting in the formation of a continuous Si x N y amorphous interlayer with a thickness of about 2 nm. The nominal gallium and nitrogen rates were fixed to 0.28 and 0.045 nm/s, respectively; the substrate temperature T was kept constant at 780 C in all experiments, while the growth time was varied. In-situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) measurements were performed with an incident electron beam angle to the substrate of 3 . As discussed in Ref. 8 , the total growth time for the selfinduced approach is the sum of the incubation time necessary for the nucleation of spherical cap islands, of the transition time required for the shape transformation to NWs, and of the actual (i.e., elongation) growth time corresponding to the NW growth phase. In our experiments, the actual NW growth time was varied from 270 to 22 770 s.
The length L and radius R of individual NWs were assessed from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of samples grown for different times. The NW length and radius were assessed among a population of more than 50 NWs, taking into account both the incubation and the transition time that are needed before the NW growth starts and the coalescence effects at a later growth stage. Symbols in Fig. 1 present the measured length-radius dependence, with typical SEM images shown in the inserts. The curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to the power law fit L ¼ 0:132 R 2:46 giving the scaling super-linear behavior. 16 The length-time and radiustime dependences will be discussed later on. Despite that the experimental data are noisy due to the random character of NW nucleation (particularly for shorter times), our findings clearly demonstrate that the NWs have a small aspect ratio of the order of one right after the shape transformation but then become highly anisotropic because their length increases with time much faster than the radius. 6, 16 This feature should be considered fundamental in the self-induced approach and requires a new theoretical insight into the kinetics of GaN NW growth.
Our model of self-induced, Ga-limited NW growth is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 , we consider a single NW, while Fig. 3 shows the shadow effect on the given NW originating from the neighboring NWs. The cylindrical NW having the length L and radius R at time t elongates due to the direct impingement from the beam intercepting the top facet and the surface diffusion. The diffusion length of Ga adatoms on the NW sidewalls, denoted as k, is limited by either desorption or incorporation and amounts to only few tens of nanometers at the typical MBE temperatures. 6, 10, 17 This is the main difference between the growth of GaN and other III-V NWs, where the diffusion length is usually very large, of the order of several micrometers. [13] [14] [15] 18 As long as L is smaller than k, all Ga atoms will reach the top and contribute into the NW elongation. Radial extension at L < k is unlikely.
After this short stage (say, after time t 0 from the beginning of deposition), the NW length will exceed the length L 0 $ k, and the growth will acquire the steady state character. Gallium atoms collected by the topmost NW part of height k migrate to the top facet. The elongation rate of a NW with L ! L 0 is therefore given by the conventional equation 14, 17 
The left hand side describes the net flux of Ga adatoms into the NW contributing to its elongation, with X as the elementary volume of a GaN pair in the solid. The first term in the right hand side stands for the resulting diffusion flux collected from the area 2pRk of the topmost NW part at the arrival rate J making the angle u to the NW growth axis. The v f is the accommodation coefficient at the sidewalls accounting for possible scattering of Ga. The coefficient 1=p in the arrival rate is the geometrical factor of MBE growth showing that the beam sees the surface area 2Rk, not 2pRk. The parameter J top represents the reverse flux of gallium from the top facet to the sidewalls, which equals the arrival rate at the equilibrium conditions. [13] [14] [15] 17 All gallium atoms diffusing from the top will evaporate. The second term accounts for the direct impingement onto the top facet (v top Jcosu, with v top as the accommodation coefficient at the top) and desorption from the top facet (J des ).
Gallium atoms collected by the remaining surface area of NW sidewalls, 2pRðL À kÞ ffi 2pRL at L > L 0 , may contribute to the radial growth. Denoting the percentage of Ga adatoms that can reach the incorporation sites as w, we can write quite generally
Here, J SW is the desorption flux of gallium from the sidewalls, which equals the arrival rate when no lateral growth occurs. Introducing the equivalent deposition rate, V ¼ XJcosu, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be put in the form 
where (3) can often be neglected, because the sidewall collection is more efficient than that of the top facet for sufficiently small radii. With a time-independent R, this yields the typical diffusion-like length-radius dependence of the form 6 L / 1=R at a given moment of time.
We first consider the incorporation probability w for a single NW. Four possible scenarios of sidewall incorporation are illustrated in Fig. 2 . If the diffusion length is limited by desorption (w ¼ 0, Fig. 2(a) ), all adatoms collected by the lower part of NW would re-evaporate, and the growth would proceed at a constant radius determined at the nucleation stage (where the island to NW growth transformation occurs 9, 16 ). Growth with a constant radius is not typical for our self-induced GaN NWs, as demonstrated by Fig. 1 . Under the conditions shown in Fig. 2(b) , all adatoms collected by the sidewalls would be incorporated into the NW, yielding w ¼ 1. Integrating the second Eq. (3) with the initial condition Rðt ¼ t 0 Þ ¼ R 0 (where R 0 is the radius acquired at the nucleation stage) readily gives RðtÞ ¼ R 0 þ BVðt À t 0 Þ. Inserting this into the first Eq. (3) and integrating, we obtain a combination of linear and logarithmic growth laws, t À t 0 and lnðt À t 0 Þ, showing that the length cannot increase superlinearly with R. Since the case of w ¼ 1 corresponds to the diffusion length limited by the sidewall nucleation, 19 which normally happens at low temperatures, our considerations well explain why self-induced GaN NWs can be obtained only at relatively high growth temperatures. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 16, 17 Scenarios shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) relate to the core-shell radial growth by the step flow. The shells most probably start from the base, since the NW-substrate rectangular interface provides a perfect site to create the step. 10 In this case, the incorporation probability is given by w ¼ ð2kÞ=z 0 , where z 0 is the distance between the steps 20 ( Fig. 2(c) ). If z 0 is smaller than L, the NW would become tapered, with the inclination angle of the sidewalls to the NW growth axis given by tanb ¼ h=z 0 (where h is the height of the step). Tapering is not typical for self-induced GaN NWs. The only possibility to preserve the cylindrical geometry in the step flow model thus yields z 0 ¼ L and w ¼ ð2kÞ=L, that is, just one surface step on the sidewalls anytime ( Fig. 3(d) ).
Let us now see how the shadow effect influences the NW growth by MBE. As shown in Fig. 3 , the bottom part of given NW is shadowed by the neighboring NWs, so that only the top part of length k 0 ¼ qcotanu (where q ffi 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi pN p is the average spacing between the NWs and N is the NW density) is exposed to the Ga flux. The lower part is blocked out when the Ga beam is intercepted with one of neighboring NWs (Fig. 3(b) ). Under the assumption of a dense NW forest, it can be said that almost no atoms impinge the sidewalls below the height L À k 0 . If the surface nucleation is enabled everywhere on the sidewall surface exposed to the flux, the incorporation probability in a dense NW array is given by w ¼ ðk 0 À kÞ=L. Figs. 2(d) and 3 (more generally, whenever w is inversely proportional to L) take the form
With neglect of
Here, b ¼ ð2v f g SW ktanuÞ=p for the step flow growth and b ¼ ½v f g SW ðk 0 À kÞtanu=p for the nucleation-mediated growth of a shadowed NW. Integrating this system with the initial conditions Lðt ¼ t 0 Þ ¼ L 0 and Rðt ¼ t 0 Þ ¼ R 0 leads to the scaling growth laws of the form
The power index a is given by
for the step-flow growth and for the shadowed NWs, respectively. Therefore, the scaling index depends not only on the material parameters but also on the growth conditions. The quantity J step in Eq. (7) equals J SW for the step flow growth. This term originates from the reverse diffusion flux from the step (see Fig. 3(d) ). The general condition for the super-linear growth is given by the inequality a > 1. For the step flow, this is reduced to J step > J top , the condition which seems reasonable. Indeed, the reverse diffusion fluxes from the top and the step should be proportional to the equilibrium adatom concentrations on the top facet and on the sidewalls, respectively. The NW elongation must proceed by successive nucleation of NW monolayers, which requires sufficient adatom supersaturation on the top facet.
14 This supersaturation is achieved by the gallium deposition from the beam. Same deposition process does not provide high enough supersaturation on the sidewalls to onset the nucleation there, so that the radial growth proceeds by the step flow alone. This strongly suggests that the equilibrium adatom concentration on the sidewalls is noticeably larger than on the top facet, yielding the inequality J step > J top during the entire growth process. As for the shadow effect, typical values of k 0 ¼147 nm at N ¼ 10 10 cm À2 , u ¼21 , and k ¼ 45 nm (Ref. 17) yield 2=ðk 0 =k À 1Þ ffi 1, so that the inequality a > 1 can be easily ensured at J SW > J top .
The scaling growth behavior is very important for deducing useful information regarding the kinetic parameters. Indeed, measuring the length-radius, length-time, and radius-time dependences and fitting them by Eqs. (5) and (6) In conclusion, we have demonstrated the scaling lengthtime, radius-time, and consequently length-radius growth laws of self-induced GaN NWs obtained by MBE. Our kinetic model shows that the scaling laws can originate from the core-shell radial growth by the step flow for low NW density (i.e., short growth duration) and from shadow effect for high NW density (i.e., long growth duration). A combination of both mechanisms is expected, and the transition between the two predominant growth modes could be observed by changing the NW density. The latter is determined by the density of Volmer-Weber islands emerging at the initial growth step 9, 11 and can be controlled by the surface temperature and deposition flux for example. 21 The scaling growth properties of self-induced GaN NWs should be considered fundamental; however, the scaling indices can be tuned by the deposition conditions. This provides a tool to control the NW morphology during growth.
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